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THE BUSKER: THE FIRST BRAND IN THE
WORLD OFFERING THE FULL CLASSIC
IRISH WHISKEY EXPERIENCE … WITH A
UNIQUE AND DISRUPTIVE TWIST!

Authentic, Irish through and through, down

in Carlow County, distillery in the southeastern

to the last drop. And yet so cosmopolitan and

part of Ireland belonging to the Illva Saronno

visionary too, able to combine tradition with

group and representing the crown jewel in the

modernity in the stunningly simple graphic

world of Irish whiskey, The Busker range has an

design and the smart technical lines defining

indissoluble bond with its land of origin. At the

the innovative bottle. It’s The Busker, our new

same time, it enjoys the ambitions of a genuine,

whiskey brand which we are proud to present

young, bold and enterprising wanderer, capable

with an international launch.

of discovering new frontiers in the realm of

Product of the longtime experience and

taste, of exploring trends and coming forth –

expertise of the master distillers of Royal Oak

with the clear determination ever marking it
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– in the four reference areas that generally
satisfy the tastes of all true Irish whiskey
admirers and connoisseurs. Namely: the
Triple Cask Triple Smooth Blend (40% alcohol
content) with a full, rich body, seductively
mellow, fine for all Irish whiskey lovers; and
the Single Collection (44.3% alcohol content),
which consists of three classic whiskeys (Single
Grain, Single Malt, Single Pot Still) produced as
always in Ireland, under one roof. And now, for
a complete tasting experience, also under the
new Busker label.
THE BUSKER IRISH WHISKEY TRIPLE
CASK TRIPLE SMOOTH (40%)
The Busker Triple Cask Triple Smooth is
an extraordinary blend made with a very
high quality Single Grain and a very high
percentage of Single Malt and Single Pot Still
whiskey. With a rich, intense bouquet featuring
tropical fruit and vanilla notes that come from
that beautiful malt, it has a superbly balanced
mouth sweetness complete with scents of dark
chocolate, toffee fudge and cinnamon. Matured
and finished in ex Bourbon casks, Sherry casks
and Marsala casks, The Busker Irish Whiskey
Blend captures in its motto “triple cask, triple
smooth” the smoothness of a true and well
balanced Irish whiskey with an elegant intensity
and a sweet finish.
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THE SINGLE COLLECTION
In the history of Ireland, the centuries-old

founded in tradition, the Single Collection is the

production of whiskey has always consisted of

utmost expression of the soul of the Royal Oak

three classic styles: Single Grain, Single Malt

Distillery, where three classic Irish whiskeys are

and Single Pot Still.

produced all under one roof. “Welcome to Royal

At once guided by a futuristic vision and firmly

Oak, the home of Irish whiskey.”
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THE BUSKER IRISH WHISKEY
SINGLE GRAIN (44.3%)
The secret to our The Busker Single Grain is
in choosing and blending the highest quality
spirits, then maturing and finishing them
artfully in ex Bourbon casks and in rare, hand
selected Marsala casks from Cantine Florio
1833, one of the oldest cellars in Sicily. The
whiskey’s caramel bouquet, with slight vanilla
and oak notes, preludes a sweet, smooth
palate with long-lasting vanilla, caramel, oak
and hay scents.
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THE BUSKER IRISH WHISKEY
SINGLE MALT (44.3%)
The Busker Single Malt is a delightful
discovery, an intense journey into the realm of
taste. The whiskey is distilled in large copper
stills, then matured in two different woods (ex
bourbon casks and sherry casks) so as to offer
a complexity of gustatory sensations to savor
little by little. Presenting a strong fruity
bouquet (apple, banana) complete with
pine essence and elderflower scents,
The Busker Single Malt has a taste that
opens with rich, intense chocolate and
biscuit notes, concludes with a sweet and
cream finish.
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THE BUSKER IRISH WHISKEY
SINGLE POT STILL (44.3%)
The Busker Pot Still is the most unique and
distinctive expression of Irish whiskey. Made
from barley the traditional way in copper
stills, then matured and finished in ex bourbon
and sherry casks, it has a rich bouquet of
fresh flowers, honey, oak and clove oil that’s
a fragrant prelude to an intense spiciness
complete with hints of vanilla and toffee fudge.
For taste buds it’s an exceptional concoction
of flavors that kicks off with peppery notes
balanced harmoniously with some toffee and
vanilla scents before reaching that long, warm,
rich spicy finish.
With The Busker whiskey range the journey
into the realm of taste is irresistibly enticing: it
begins with that first sip and soon becomes a
never-ending exploration full of surprises. Rich
and intense, new every time.

